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Abstract 
Higher-Order Analogues of Genus and 
Slice Genus of Classical Knots 
by 
Peter Douglas Horn 
We define invariants analogous to the genus and slice genus of knots in S3. For 
algebraically slice, genus one knots, we define the differential genus, denoted dg, and 
we prove it is independent of the Alexander polynomial and knot Floer homology. 
For knots which bound Gropes of height n + 2 in D4, we define the nth-order genus, 
denoted gn. Each of the nth-order genera is a generalization of the slice genus. For each 
n > 1, we construct knots with identical lower-order genera and distinct nth-order 
genera, thus proving that these invariants are independent of one another. Finally, 
we employ the higher-order genera to give a refinement of the Grope filtration of the 
knot concordance group. 
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Chapter 1 
Introduction 
1.1 Background 
A knot is a smooth embedding of the circle into the three-sphere, K : S1 -^> S3. Two 
knots KQ and K\ are isotopic if there is an isotopy K : S3 x [0,1] —> S3 such that 
K(—, 0) = KQ and K(—, 1) = .Ki. By a "knot," we usually mean the isotopy class 
of a smooth embedding S1 t-+ S3. Occasionally, it will be necessary to orient a knot. 
An orientation on a knot is induced by a choice of orientation on the circle. 
Consider S3 x [0,1]. An oriented knot K0 C S3 x {0} is topologically concordant 
to an oriented knot K\ C S3 x {1} if there is an oriented, topologically flat annulus 
J 4 C S 3 X [0,1] such that A CI S3 x {i} = Kt for i = 0,1. Oftentimes we will omit the 
word "oriented" when we talk about concordance, as an orientation on the annulus will 
determine the orientations on the boundary knots. An oriented knot K0 C S3 x {0} 
is smoothly concordant to an oriented knot K\ C S3 x {1} if there is an oriented, 
smooth annulus A C S3 x [0,1] such that A fl S3 x {i} = Ki for i = 0,1. Smooth 
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concordance implies topological concordance, and counterexamples are known to the 
converse. Concordance is a four-dimensional notion of knot equivalence, and isotopic 
knots must be concordant. 
A knot invariant is a function from the set of knots modulo isotopy into some set. 
Similarly, a concordance invariant is a function from the set of oriented knots modulo 
concordance into some set. In this thesis, we will define higher-order analogues of the 
knot invariant called the "genus" of a knot and the concordance invariant called the 
"slice genus" of a knot. 
The genus of a knot is defined as follows. Given an oriented diagram of a knot K, 
Seifert's algorithm [Sei] produces a compact, oriented surface E in S3 with d£ = K. 
Such a surface is called a Seifert surface for K. The genus of K, denoted g(K), is 
the smallest genus of all Seifert surfaces for K. If two knots are isotopic, the isotopy 
between them carries Seifert surfaces for one knot to Seifert surfaces for the other. 
Thus, the genus of a knot is an invariant of knot type. Knot genus is a knot invariant 
that takes values in the non-negative integers. The only knot with genus equal to 
zero is the unknot. For emphasis, we will occasionally refer to the genus of a knot as 
the three-genus. 
View S3 as the boundary of D4. Pushing a Seifert surface for a knot into D4, one 
sees that every knot bounds a compact, oriented surface that is properly embedded 
in D4. There are two types of such embeddings that we will consider: topologically 
flat embeddings and smooth embeddings. The topological slice genus of K is the 
minimal genus of all topologically flat, compact, oriented surfaces properly embedded 
in D4 with boundary K. Similarly, the smooth slice genus of K is the minimal genus 
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of all smooth, compact, oriented surfaces properly embedded in D4 with boundary K. 
These invariants (although we have not yet proven they are concordance invariants) 
will be denoted gt(K) and gs(K), respectively. Let K and J be concordant via an 
annulus A, and let E be a surface in DA bounded by J. To see that the (topological 
or smooth) slice genus is a concordance invariant, one must observe that gluing the 
annulus A to the surface E yields a surface bounded by K that has the same genus 
as E. The slice genus of a knot is a concordance invariant that takes values in the 
non-negative integers. Any knot that has (topological/smooth) slice genus equal to 
zero is called a (topologically/smoothly) slice knot. One may show that K is 
(topologically/smoothly) slice if and only if K is (topologically/smoothly) concordant 
to the unknot. 
The set of oriented knots modulo concordance with the connected sum operation 
forms an abelian group. This group is called the knot concordance group, denoted 
C (there are actually two groups, the topological and the smooth concordance groups). 
1.1.1 Higher-order knot theory 
Let N(K) denote a tubular neighborhood of a knot K, and let Y — S3 — int(N(K)). 
One can show that Hi(Y) = Z. The abelianization map TT\{Y) -» Z induces a 
covering space Y\ —> Y. The covering space Y\ is called the universal abelian cover 
of Y or the infinite cyclic cover of Y. The "classical" knot invariants can be defined 
using the spaces Y and Y\. For example, the genus of a knot is a classical invariant. 
The Alexander polynomial, which is derived from the first homology of the covering 
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space Yi, is also a classical invariant. 
A "higher-order" knot invariant is defined using a higher cover of Y. For example, 
let Yi denote the universal abelian cover of Y\. Any invariants of K derived from Y^ 
would be called higher-order invariants of K. 
Higher-order knot concordance also involves covering spaces. T. Cochran, K. Orr, 
and P. Teichner introduced two filtrations of the concordance group [COT1]. We will 
discuss these filtrations in more depth in Sections 1.1.2 and 1.1.3. The (n)-solvable 
filtration is indexed by ±N U {0} 
{slice knots} C • • • C Tn$ C Tn C • • • C F\ C J^ b.s C To C C 
The classical concordance invariants include the slice genus and the signature and 
are defined for all knots in C. The nth-order invariants may only be defined for knots 
lying in .Fn, and they provide obstructions for a knot to lie in Tn.h- The higher-order 
invariants have been used to reveal some of the rich structure of the knot concordance 
group [COT1], [COT2], [CT], [CHL4]. 
Many of the previous higher-order invariants are algebraic. Cochran, Orr, and 
Teichner's invariants are L2-signatures [COT1]. Subsequently, S. Harvey defined a 
series of signature invariants to study the string link concordance group [Har]. Using 
a series of covering spaces, Cochran defined the higher-order Alexander polynomi-
als [Coc], and C. Leidy defined the higher-order Blanchfield pairing [Lei]. More re-
cently, Cochran, Harvey, and Leidy successfully used L2-signatures to show that (half 
of) the quotients of successive terms in the (n)-solvable filtration, Fn/Fn,5, have infi-
nite rank [CHL4]. These invariants generalize the Alexander polynomial and classical 
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signature. 
The author has defined the first higher-order geometric invariant of knots [Hor2]. 
In this thesis, we discuss a higher-order analogue of the three-genus, and we provide 
a series of higher-order analogues of the slice genus. 
1.1.2 The (n)-solvable filtration 
The (n)-solvable filtration 
• • • C J-n,5 C f „ C ' " C J-i.5 C f i C ^0.5 C ^ o C C 
is defined in terms of algebraic properties on the second homology of certain 4-
manifolds, whose boundary is 0-surgery on a knot. 
If G is a group, the derived series of G is defined recursively by setting G^ = G 
and G(i+1) = [G®,G®]. The rational derived series of G is defined recursively 
by setting G$0) = G and G<<+1) = {g G G : gk e [G®,G®] , for some k > 0}. 
Definition 1.1. [COT1] Let M be closed, orientable 3-manifold. A spin 4-manifold 
W with dW — M is an (n)-solution for M if the inclusion-induced map 
i* : Hi(M) —> Hi(W) is an isomorphism and if there are embedded surfaces Li 
and Di (with product neighborhoods) for i = l , . . . , r a that satisfy the following 
conditions: 
1. the Li are disjoint, 
2. the Di are disjoint, 
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3. the homology classes {[Li], [ A ] , . . . , [Lm], [An]} form an ordered basis for 
H2(W), 
4. the intersection form (H2 (W), •) with respect to this ordered basis is a direct 
sum of hyperbolics, 
5. Li fl Dj is empty if i ^ j , 
6. for each i, Li and Di intersect transversely at one point, and 
7. each Li and Di are (n)-surfaces, i.e. ni (Li) C 7r: (W)(n) and 7n(A) C 
7Ti ( W ) ( n ) . 
If, in addition, n^Li) C TTI (V^)("+1) for each i, we say W is an (n.5)-solution for M. 
If a closed, orientable 3-manifold has an (n)-solution, we say M is (n)-solvable. 
A knot K in S3 is an (n)-solvable knot if the zero surgery on K is (n)-solvable. A 
slice knot is (n)-solvable for all n € |N. 
As in [COT1], the set of all (n)-solvable knots is denoted Tn, and Cochran, Orr, 
and Teichner showed that the Tn form a nested series of subgroups of C. This series 
of subgroups is the (n)-solvable filtration of the knot concordance group. 
1.1.3 The Grope filtration 
Definition 1.2. [FT] A grope is a special pair (2-complex, base circle). A grope 
has a height n € |N. A grope of height 1 is precisely a compact, oriented surface 
E with a single boundary component (the base circle). For n € N, a grope of height 
n + 1 is defined recursively as follows: let {otj, Pi : i = 1 , . . . , g} be a symplectic basis 
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of curves for E, the first stage of the grope. Then a grope of height n + 1 is 
formed by attaching gropes of height n to each OL{ and /% along the base circles. See 
Figure 1.1. 
Figure 1.1: A grope of height 1 (a surface) and a grope of height 2 
A grope of height 1.5 is formed by attaching gropes of height 1 (i.e. surfaces) to 
a Lagrangian of a symplectic basis of curves for E. That is, a grope of height 1.5 is a 
surface with surfaces glued to "half" of the basis curves. In general, a grope of height 
n + 1.5 is obtained by attaching gropes of height n to the CKJ and gropes of height 
n + 1 to the (3i. 
Given a 4-manifold W with boundary M and a framed circle 7 C M, we say that 
7 bounds a Grope in W if 7 extends to an embedding of a grope with its untwisted 
framing. That is, a Grope has a trivial normal bundle, so parallel push-offs can be 
taken. Knots in S3 are always equipped with the zero framing. 
The set of all (concordance classes of) knots that bound Gropes of height n in 
D4 is denoted Qn, which is a subgroup of C. We may choose to forget the top stages 
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of a Grope. Thus, if K bounds a Grope of height n + 1 in D4, K also bounds a 
Grope of height n in D4. We see that Qn+i C Qn as subgroups of C, and this series of 
subgroups is the Grope filtration of the knot concordance group. The Grope 
filtration is related to the (n)-solvable filtration in the sense that C/n+2 C J^n for all 
n e ±N U {0} [COT1, Theorem 8.11]. 
1.1.4 Knot Floer homology 
Knot Floer homology was defined by Peter Ozsvath and Zoltan Szabo [OSl] and by 
Jacob Rasmussen [Ras]. We are concerned with the "hat version" of the theory. The 
knot Floer homology of a knot K in S3 is a bigraded abelian group 
HFK(K) = 0 IIFKjiK, i) 
The i grading is called the Alexander grading, and the j grading is the Maslov grad-
ing. We will not present the definition of knot Floer homology. Knot Floer homol-
ogy is an extremely powerful knot invariant. For example, the largest i such that 
@j€ZHFKj(K,i) ^ 0 is equal to the genus of K [OS2, Theorem 1.2]. In addi-
tion, the graded Euler characteristic of knot Floer homology is equal to the knot's 
Alexander polynomial [OSl][Ras], that is 
^ ( - l ^ ' r a n k z / f F K ^ i r , i)-f = AK(t) 
Thus, the knot Floer homology detects both the genus and Alexander polynomial of 
a knot, two of the classical knot invariants. Knot Floer homology also yields some 
information about the (smooth) slice genus. We will investigate whether knot Floer 
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homology contains any information about our higher-order analogues of the genus of 
a knot. 
1.1.5 L2-invariants 
L2-invariants have many applications in low-dimensional topology. Cochran, Orr, and 
Teichner pioneered the use of L2-invariants in the study of knot concordance [COTl][COT2]. 
Their initial work inspired further use of L2-signatures in knot concordance by T. 
Cochran, S. Harvey, and C. Leidy [CHL2][CHL4], J. C. Cha [Cha], S. Priedl [Pri], and 
T. Kim [Kiml][Kim2]. In Chapters 2 and 4, we employ L2-invariants in obtaining 
bounds on our higher-order analogues of genus and slice genus of knots. The defini-
tions in this section can be found in W. Luck's book on L2-invariants [Luc] and in H. 
Reich's dissertation [Rei]. 
As a motivating example, consider a finite CW complex X and a regular covering 
space X —> X whose deck group V is discrete. The group ring Z r acts on the chain 
complex C* [Xj, and one can form the twisted chain complex C* ( X ; Z r ) of right 
Zr-modules. In this setting, one could define "twisted Betti numbers" using ranker-
Unfortunately, ranker does not behave well (for instance, it is often infinite). In 
L2-homology, one passes to the group von Neumann algebra NT and then defines 
dirnvr* which behaves better than ranker-
Consider the Hilbert space 
inner product 
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Left multiplication by elements of T on £2(T) induces an isometric T-action on £2(T). 
The group von Neumann algebra A/T is the C*-algebra of left T-equivariant bounded 
linear operators on the Hilbert space £2(T). An important tool in defining dim^r 
is the von Neumann trace tr^/r : A/T —> C, defined by trjvr(/) = (/(e)ie)> where 
e G T C £2(T) is the identity element. A Hilbert A/T-module V is a Hilbert space 
with a T-action such that V c—> H ®c ^2(r) for some separable Hilbert space H. The 
von Neumann dimension of a Hilbert A/T-module V is defined to be 
dimjvr V = tryvr(id : V —> V) 
which takes values in [0, oo]. 
Given the singular chain complex C*(X), one defines the singular homology oi.X 
with twisted coefficients in .A/T as 
H.(X;JW):=H*{C*(X)®zrArr) 
Each twisted homology group HP(X; A/T) is a right Hilbert A/T-module, so dim/y/f Hp(X;J\fT) 
is defined (this number is the pth L2-betti number of X). Let UT denote the algebra 
of operators affiliated to the group von Neumann algebra A/T, that is, all closed, 
densely defined operators which commute with the action of Y on £2(T). We have 
T <—> Z r -^> A/T t-> ZYT. In particular, we may view UT as a Zr-module or a Hilbert 
A/T-module. The singular homology of X with twisted coefficients in UT is defined 
to be 
H* (X; UT) := H* (C.(X) <g>zr Wr) 
We are interested in the special case that X is an oriented 4-manifold, T a poly-
torsion-free-abelian group, and (p : 7ri(A") -» T. A group is poly-torsion-free-abelian 
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(PTFA) if it has a finite subnormal series whose successive quotients are torsion-free 
abelian groups. For example, if G is any group, the quotient G/Gr is PTFA. The 
intersection form 
A : H2(X;UT) x H2(X;UT) -+ UT 
is a hermitian form [COT1], and so the Hilbert A/T-module H2(X;UT) decomposes 
as 
H2(X;UT) = H0®H+®H_ 
where A is positive-definite on H+, negative-definite on i/_, and trivial on Ho. Each 
of these submodules is a right Hilbert A/T-module. 
Definition 1.3. The L2-signature of X associated to the epimorphism 
ip : 7Ti(X) -» T is the real number given by 
(j(2\X, ip) := dimvT H+ — dim^r H-
1.2 Summary of results 
For any algebraically slice knot with genus one, we define a 3-dimensional invariant 
called the differential genus, which is a higher-order analogue of the three-genus. 
This invariant is denoted dg. We recall the definition of metabelian L2-signatures of 
Cochran, Harvey, and Leidy [CHL2] and prove an analogue of the classical genus-
signature inequality of Murasugi [Mur]. 
Proposition 2.14. If K is an algebraically slice knot with genus one and non-trivial 
Alexander polynomial, and if p is a metabelian L2-signature of K, then \p\ < 2dg(i^). 
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One interesting feature of the differential genus is that it is independent of the 
classical invariants. Recall that knot Floer homology detects these classical invariants. 
We would like to address the question of whether knot Floer homology gives any 
higher-order information about knots. We prove that knot Floer homology does not 
contain the higher-order information present in the differential genus. 
Theorem 2.8. There is an infinite family of knots with isomorphic knot Floer ho-
mology, and any two members of this family can be distinguished by the differential 
genus. 
To make this more concrete, consider an essential, simple closed curve J on a 
Seifert surface for K. The curve J lifts to the infinite cyclic cover Yy of Y = S3—N(K). 
In particular, J is a non-trivial element of Hy(Yi). In this sense, information about 
J gives higher-order information about K. We prove that knot Floer homology does 
not detect the knottedness of certain curves on Seifert surfaces. 
Theorem 2.1. The knot Floer homology of K does not detect the knottedness of 
untwisted bands in Seifert surfaces for K. 
We also define higher-order analogues of the slice genus of knots, both in the 
topological and smooth categories. If the concordance class of a knot K lies in Gn+2, 
we use the height n + 2 Gropes bounded by K to define the nth-order genus of 
K, denoted gn{K). The nth-order genus is a concordance invariant and satisfies 
9n(K) > 9l(K)- F° r K £ Gn+2, the lower-order genera are also defined, and they 
satisfy gn{K) > gn-\{K) > • • • > go(K) > gl(K). Furthermore, gn{K) = 0 if and 
only if K is a slice knot. We also define the higher-order signatures of knots, which 
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are certain L2-signatures. Analogous to Murasugi's signature-genus inequality [Mur], 
we prove that one of the nth-order signatures provides a lower bound for the nth-order 
genus. 
Theorem 4.5. If K £ Gn+2, then some nth-order signature a of K satisfies \a\ < 
4gn(K). 
With this tool, we are able to prove that the nth-order genus may be arbitrarily 
larger than the slice genus. 
Theorem 4.10. Let n > 1, and let C be any positive real number. There exists 
a constant hn, depending only on n, and a knot K G Qn+2 with gf(K) < hn and 
C<gn(K). 
We see an immediate corollary. 
Corollary 4.12. There exist infinitely many knots in Gn+2 with the same slice genus 
and distinct nth-order genera. 
Thus, each of the higher-order genera gives more information than the slice genus. 
With a bit more care, we are able to show that the higher-order genera give more 
information than the lower-order genera. 
Theorem 5.4. For n > 1, there is a knot Gn+i whose n1*1-order genus is arbitrarily 
larger than all of its lower-order genera (up to order n — 1). 
These results show that the higher-order genera provide a geometric refinement of 
the Grope filtration of the knot concordance group. If one wishes to distinguish two 
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knots up to concordance, one might first ask how deep in the Grope filtration does 
each knot lie, and secondly, whether any of the higher-order genera distinguish the 
two knots. 
1.3 Outline of thesis 
In Chapter 2, we define the differential genus of algebraically slice, genus one knots. 
We compute the differential genus for many examples, and we conclude that knot 
Floer homology does not detect the differential genus. 
In Chapter 3, we define the nth-order signatures of (n)-solvable knots, and we 
show how to construct (n)-solvable knots with the property that each of the r e -
order signatures is large. 
In Chapter 4, we define the nth-order genus of a knot that lies in Qn+2- We prove 
that for each such knot, one if its nth-order signatures bounds the nth-order genus 
from below. As a corollary, we prove that the nth-order genus is independent of the 
slice genus. 
In Chapter 5, we prove that the nth-order genus is independent of each of the 
lower-order genera, and we explain how these invariants refine the Grope filtration of 
the knot concordance group. 
Chapter 2 
The differential genus of a knot 
Knot Floer homology was defined by Peter Ozsvath and Zoltan Szabo [OS1] and by 
Jacob Rasmussen [Ras]. Knot Floer homology is a powerful knot invariant, and it de-
tects such information as the Alexander polynomial [OSl][Ras] and knot genus [OS2, 
Theorem 1.2]. Either of these invariants can be computed from a minimal genus 
Seifert surface. We investigate whether knot Floer homology contains more informa-
tion about any minimal genus Seifert surface. 
In [Hor2], the author defined a geometric invariant for knots in S3 called the 
first-order genus. Roughly, the first-order genus of K is obtained by adding the 
individual genera (in S3 — K) of the curves in a symplectic basis on a minimal genus 
Seifert surface for K, and taking the minimum over all minimal genus Seifert surfaces. 
The first-order genus of a knot is difficult to compute, as there are many symplectic 
bases for a given Seifert surface. While difficult to compute in general, the first-order 
genus is a notion of higher-order genus defined for all knots. 
Here we define a similar invariant, though it is only defined for algebraically slice, 
15 
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genus one knots. We take a minimum over Seifert surfaces, but what we record is the 
genus (in S3 — K) of a basis curve which inherits the zero framing from the surface. 
We will provide many examples and show that this invariant is not detected by knot 
Floer homology. 
Theorem 2.1. Knot Floer homology does not detect the knottedness of untwisted 
bands in a Seifert surface. 
Cochran, Harvey, and Leidy [CHL2] defined the first-order L2-signatures of a knot. 
By their definition, each algebraically slice, genus one knot has (at most) three first-
order L2-signatures. We will discuss the relationship between our higher-order genus 
invariant and these first-order L2-signatures. 
2.1 Motivation and definition 
Let Sg be a compact, oriented surface with one boundary component. If / : T,g <-^ S3 
is an embedding with K = /(<9Eff), then some invariants of K can be computed 
using this embedded surface /(E f l). Such an surface is called a Seifert surface for 
K. For example, any Seifert surface can be used to compute the knot's Alexander 
polynomial. This polynomial is encoded in the knot Floer homology HFK(K). The 
smallest genus of such embedded surfaces with boundary K is called the genus of 
K, g{K), and this invariant is also detected by HFK(K). We naively ask whether 
HFK(K) contains anymore information about the embedded surfaces with boundary 
K. For example, we are interested in whether HFK(K) contains information about 
the knottedness of certain simple closed curves on Seifert surfaces / (E s ) for K. We 
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will restrict our attention to genus one, algebraically slice knots. 
Our motivating example is the positively-clasped, untwisted Whitehead double of 
a knot K, denoted D{K) and depicted in Figure 2.1. There is an obvious genus one 
Seifert surface for D{K). In [Hor2], the author defined a knot invariant, gi (not to be 
confused with the lst-order genus defined in Chapter 4 of this thesis), that measures 
the knottedness of the bands in Seifert surface for a knot. For many knots K, this 
invariant applied to D{K) "detects" the genus of K, i.e. g\(D{K)) = 1 + g(K). One 
may ask if HFK{D(K)) detects gi(D(K)) « g(K), and by Hedden's formula [Hedl, 
Theorem 1.2], the answer is "yes" in the sense that HFK(D(K), 1) has as a direct 
summand @y=__grK)Gj(K), where the Gj(K) are certain groups depending on K. 
Due to computational difficulties, it is unknown whether HFK(K) detects gi(K) in 
general. We aim to define an invariant that is more computable than g\ and which 
measures, more or less, the same thing. 
Figure 2.1: D(K): the positively-clasped, untwisted Whitehead double of K 
Definition 2.2. Let K be an algebraically slice knot in S3 of genus one. Let E 
be any genus one Seifert surface for K. Then E has a metabolizer m, a rank one 
submodule of ii/i(E; Z) on which the Seifert form vanishes. One can show that E has 
exactly two metabolizers tr^ and m.2- Let [a\] and [a2] G # i (E; Z) be generators of mi 
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and m.2, respectively. By the classification of essential closed curves on a punctured 
torus [Min], each [c ]^ determines a unique oriented knot in E; denote this knot by o^. 
The knot a* is called a derivative of K with respect to the metabolizer m*. 
To sum up, each genus one Seifert surface E for an algebraically slice knot K 
has exactly two (up to orientation) derivatives a^ and 0:2- We denote this set of 
derivatives as d (K, E) = {ai, 0:2}. 
Let Q(K) denote the set of isotopy classes (in S3 — K) of genus one Seifert surfaces 
for K, and if a is a null-homologous knot in 5 3 — K, let gK(a) denote the genus of 
a in S3 — K. We define the differential genus of K to be 
Remark 2.3. The differential genus measures the knottedness of self-linking zero 
curves on (genus one) Seifert surfaces for K. One may define metabolizers and deriva-
tives of algebraically slice knots of higher genus (see [CHL2]), but in the higher genus 
setting, a metabolizer may have infinitely many distinct derivatives. One may try to 
generalize the definition of differential genus to higher genus algebraically slice knots; 
this may be taken up in a future paper. 
2.2 Examples 
Example 2.4. Let K be a knot that is non-trivial and not a cable. By [Whi], the 
untwisted Whitehead double of K, D(K), has a unique minimal genus Seifert surface. 
Each of the untwisted curves on this Seifert surface have the same knot type as K. 
One can further argue that dg(D(K)) = g(K). 
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Example 2.5. Let R = 946 as depicted in Figure 2.2. A symplectic basis of curves a 
and P have been drawn for the implied Seifert surface E. One can check that a and 
P have self-linking zero, and so the two derivatives for S are a and /?. Each of a and 
P is unknotted, however gR(a) = gR(P) = 1. The knot Floer homology of R is 
0 0 2 
0 5 0 
2 0 0 
where the 5 appears in bigrading (0,0). The genus of R is one, and since rank HFK(R, 1) 
2 < 4, we may apply Theorem 2.3 of [Juh] to conclude that E is the unique genus 
one Seifert surface for R up to isotopy. We conclude that dg(i?) = 1. 
Figure 2.2: The 946 knot 
Example 2.6. Now consider the knot Kn in Figure 2.3, where n G N. Observe that 
Ko = 946- A symplectic basis of curves x and y have been drawn for the implied 
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Seifert surface F. One can check the Seifert form of F to be 
/ \ 
3n - 2 
The two curves of self-linking zero are an = x + ny and Pn = y. As in the calculation 
for 946, one can check that gKn((3n) = 1- The other curve an is more complicated; see 
Figure 2.6. The knot an can be represented by the braid o n n + 1 strands depicted 
in Figure 2.6. 
Figure 2.3: A diagram for Kn, and a basis for a Seifert surface 
Figure 2.4: A knot diagram of an , a curve of self-linking zero 
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If 
/ /•••Ws 
Figure 2.5: A braid representative of an using n + 1 strands 
By [Cro, Corollary 4.1], the Seifert surface constructed by applying Seifert's algo-
rithm to the braid diagram in Figure 2.6 has minimal genus. In particular g(an) = n, 
and hence gKn(an) > n. We must argue that dg(Kn) > n. For a given n, one may 
easily construct a grid diagram for Kn. For several small values of n, we used Marc 
Culler's Gridlink [Cul] to compute the knot Floer homology of Kn. We found that 
HFK(Kn) = HFK(94Q) for these values of n (although this family is denned for 
n G N, we verified the computation forn = — 1 , ^ , ^ , 0 , 1 , 1 , 1 ) . A recent result of 
M. Hedden [Hed2] implies that HFK(Kn) ^ HF~K(%6) for all n. By [Juh], F is the 
unique genus one Seifert surface for Kn. By previous arguments, we conclude that 
dg(Kn) = gKn{an) > g(an) > n. 
Theorem 2.1 follows. 
Remark 2.7. One can show by calculating the Alexander polynomials of the un-
knotted curves for Ki/3 that dg (-^1/3) > 2. Thus, K1/3 is an explicit example of a 
knot with the same knot Floer homology as 946 and distinct differential genus. 
Theorem 2.8. There exists an infinite family of knots Kn such that 
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• H~FK(Kn) = 7lF~K(Km) for all m and n, and 
• dg(Kn) ^ dg(Km) for m^n. 
Proof. The family is constructed by taking a subsequence of the knots Kn from Ex-
ample 2.6. • 
2.3 First-order L2-signatures and the differential 
genus 
Metabelian signatures of knots have been defined by Casson-Gordon, Letsche, Cochran-
Orr-Teichner, Friedl, and Cochran-Harvey-Leidy [CGl][CG2][Let][COTl][Pri][CHL2]. 
We are interested in those of Cochran, Harvey, and Leidy because each genus one, 
algebraically slice knot has two "first-order L2-signatures." We now recall some of 
the background needed to define these signatures. 
Suppose K is an oriented knot in S"3, MK denote the closed, oriented 3-manifold 
obtained by zero-surgery on K, and G — TTI(MK). Let G^ denote the commutator 
subgroup of G and G^ the commutator subgroup of G^\ The classical rational 
Alexander module of K is 
MK):=W) ® Qfcr1] 
Here Gw/G^ is identified with the classical Alexander module Hi (MK;Z[t,t~1}). 
The Blanchfield pairing of AT 
B($ : MK) x MK) - • Q(*)/Z [t,t~l] 
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is defined by 
where A#(£) is the Alexander polynomial of K and d is a 2-chain with dd = A#(£) -x. 
We say a submodule P C .4o(-fO is Lagrangian (respectively isotropic) if P = P1 
(respectively P C Px) with respect to the Blanchfield pairing. To a submodule 
P C Ao(K), we can associate a metabelian quotient (f)p : G —• G / P by setting P = 
ker (G(1) -* G^/G^ -+ AQ(K) -+ AQ{K)/P). TO this quotient we can associate a 
real number, called the Cheeger-Gromov von Neumann p-invariant, p (MR-, 0p) [CG3] 
(see Chapter 3 for a description). 
Definition 2.9. The first-order L2-signatures of a knot K are the real numbers 
p (MK, (j)P) where P is a Lagrangian submodule of AQ(K) with respect to B£Q . 
Remark 2.10. These are a subset of the metabelian L2-signatures of Cochran, Har-
vey, and Leidy [CHL2, Definition 4.1], who allow for P to be isotropic. 
Assume K is a genus one, algebraically slice knot with a Seifert surface E. The 
reader will recall that f/i(£;Z) generates Ao(K) as a Q [t, t_1]-module (one must 
pick a lift of £ to the infinite cyclic cover). If A#(i) = 1,. then AQ(K) = 0 has no 
Lagrangian submodules. On the other hand, if A/<-(£) ^ 1, then AK(t) = / ( t ) / ( t _ 1 ) 
for some linear polynomial f(t). AQ{K) must be isomorphic to 7jMju=i))- Thus, any 
proper submodule P must be 
Since the Blanchfield pairing is primitive, AQ(K) will have precisely two Lagrangians. 
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By the Definitions 2.2, K will have precisely two Lagrangians and hence two first-
order L2-signatures. 
Definition 2.11. Suppose P C AQ{K) is a Lagrangian. The metabolizer m repre-
sents P if the image of m under the map 
U o (id ® 1) : # i (E; Z) ^ # i (E;Z) ® Q -» Ao{K) 
spans P as a Q-vector space. (To define «*, it is necessary to choose a lift of E to the 
infinite cyclic cover, but this definition is independent of the choice). 
Proposition 2.12 (Lemma 5.5 of [CHL2]). Let K be an algebraically slice knot and 
P be a Lagrangian ofAQ{K). IfEis any Seifert surface for K, then some metabolizer 
of H\(T,) represents P. 
Proposition 2.13 (Corollary 5.8 of [CHL2]). Let K be a genus one, algebraically 
slice knot. Suppose P is a Lagrangian for K, E is a genus one Seifert surface for K, 
m is a metabolizer o/E representing P, and J is a derivative with respect to m. Then 
the first-order L?-signature of K with respect to P is equal to po(J) = j s l ou{J)dw, 
the integral of the Levine- Tristram signature function. 
Determining d.g{K) involves computing the genus of two curves from each genus 
one Seifert surface, of which there may be many. Examples of knots that have an 
arbitrary number of non-isotopic Seifert surfaces are known [Suz, p. 47]. Yet we have 
the following remarkable fact: if just one of the first-order L2-signatures is large, then 
the differential genus must be large. 
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Proposition 2.14. Let K be a genus one, algebraically slice knot with non-trivial 
Alexander polynomial. Let p\ and p2 denote the first-order L2-signatures of K with 
respect two the two Lagrangians Pi and P2. Then 2dg(K) > max{|pi|, I/O21}-
Proof. Let £ be the Seifert surface where the minimum is attained. For either deriva-
tive Ji C E, where J* represents the Lagrangian Pi, we have 
2dg(K) > 2gK(Ji) > 2g(Ji) > I [ aw(Ji)du) >\Pi\ 
D 
Chapter 3 
Higher-order signatures of knots 
Given a 4-manifold X and a homomorphism y? : ir\(X) —• T, where T is a PTFA 
group, Cochran, Orr, and Teichner defined the L2-signature of the pair (X, tp) (see 
Definition 1.3). The goal of this chapter is to assign to an (n)-solvable knot K a 
set of higher-order signatures &n(K). We will show in Chapter 4 that one of these 
higher-order signatures bounds the higher-order genus from below. 
If M is a closed, oriented 3-manifold, V a discrete group, and <f> : 7r1(M) —> T a 
homomorphism, J. Cheeger and M. Gromov [CG3] defined the von Neumann p-
invariant, p(M, 4>) € R. They first picked a Riemannian metric g on M and defined 
^-invariants of (M, g) and the covering space determined by </>, and they proved the 
difference of the /^-invariants is independent of the metric. Cochran and Teichner [CT] 
give a brief, analytical overview of the von Neumann />-invariants. 
A critical tool in Chapter 4 will be the Cheeger-Gromov estimate: given a closed, 
oriented 3-manifold M, there is a constant CM > 0 such that 
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\p{M,<f>)\<CM (3.1) 
for any discrete group T and any homomorphism 0 : 7Ti(M) —> I\ 
3.1 Definition 
Definition 3.1. For K e ,Fn, we define the nth-order signatures of K to be the 
elements of the set &n{K) = {p(MK, <f>) <E R | (f>: ^(M^) .-^ TT -» 7r/7r^+1)} where 
7r = 7Ti(W), W is an (n)-solution for MK, i : MR- —* W is the inclusion map, and 
P(MK, 4") is the associated von Neumann p-invariant. 
The set of nth-order signatures of K is an isotopy invariant, since the von Neumann 
p-invariant depends on the homeomorphism type of MK and the homomorphism <f>. 
The relationship between von Neumann p-invariants and L2-signatures is surpris-
ingly simple in the present context. If (M, <j>) = d(W, ip) for some compact, oriented 
4-manifold W and homomorphism <p : ni(W) —• T, then 
p(M,(f)) = ai2)(W,<p)-a(W) (3.2) 
where o(W) is the ordinary signature of W. If W is an (n)-solution for M = MK and 
(j) is as in Definition 3.1, then (M, <f>) = d(W, <p), and so 3.2 holds. By the definition 
of an (n)-solution, the ordinary signature of W vanishes, and thus if p(M, (f>) is the 
nth-order signature of K corresponding to the (n)-solution W, we have 
p{MK,<l>) = aQ\W,tp). (3-3) 
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In other words, the set of nth-order signatures of a knot K is equal to the set of 
L2-signatures associated to the (n)-solutions of MK and their quotients modulo the 
(n + l ) t h term of the rational derived series. Since we have expressed the nth-order 
signatures as signatures of 4-manifolds, one may be tempted to believe that &n(K) 
is a concordance invariant. We disprove this with a counterexample (Example 3.2). 
3.2 Infection 
The construction of many examples in this thesis relies on a technique known as 
infection. Let R be a fixed knot or link and T be a fixed knot in S3. Suppose a is 
a simple closed curve in S3 — R such that a is itself the unknot. Some number m 
of strands of R pierce the disc bounded by a. Let R(a, T) denote the knot obtained 
by replacing the m trivial strands of R by m strands "tied into the knot T." See 
Figure 3.1. More precisely, one obtains R(a,T) by removing a regular neighborhood 
of a and gluing in S3 — T in such a way that identifies the meridian of a with the 
longitude of T and the longitude of a with the meridian of T. We say R(a, T) is the 
result of infecting R by T along a. 
Figure 3.1: Infecting R by T along a 
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If R is a ribbon knot, a C TTI(53 - N{R))V>, and T e Fq, then R(a,T) e 
•7-p+g [CHL3, Lemma 6.4]. 
Example 3.2. Let U denote the unknot. Then Mv = S1 x S2, and 7Ti(Mi/) = Z. If 
W is any (n)-solution for Mu and 7r = ITI(W), then the homomorphism 
0 : TTI(M) - • 7r -» 7r/7r^n+1) will factor through # i (W) = Z. By [COT1] [Proposition 
5.13], a® (W, 7r/7r^+1)) = <r(2)(W,Z), and we conclude 
p(Mc, <j>) = a® (W, Tr/4n+1)) = <r(2)(W, Z) = po(£/) = / au(U) duj = 0 
by [C0T1]. We conclude &n(U) = {0}. 
Let R = 946 with curves a and (5 C S3 — iV(i?) (Figure 4.3), and denote the 
left-handed trefoil by T. Let K denote the knot obtained by infecting R along a by 
T#T and along ft by any ribbon knot S. We will construct a non-zero element of 
S 1 ^ ) in the case S is the unknot, where no infection is done along /3. Since R is 
ribbon, a G -KX{SZ - N{R)){-1\ and T#T e F0, our knot K is (l)-solvable. In fact, 
K is a slice knot (cut the T # T band). We will construct an explicit (l)-solution, V, 
and use it to produce a non-zero lst-order signature of K. 
Let X denote the slice disc complement for R in which f3 bounds the disc cutting 
the right-hand band of R, and let W be any (O)-solution for T#T. Form a 4-manifold 
E = MR x [0,1] | J -M T # r x[0 , l ] 
N(a) x {1}=N(T#T) x {0} 
Then dE = MR U MT#T U -MK. Then ^ = - ( £ U l U ^ ) i s a (l)-solution for MK 
by [CT, Proof of Theorem 4.2]. Let n = ir\(V). Furthermore, the homomorphism 
<j): TTI{MK) —» 7r/7Tr induces a homomorphism <fo : 7TI(MR) —* 7r/7Tr , and according 
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to [CT, Proposition 4.4], the von Neumann p-invariants are related by 
p(MR, (j>R) - p(MK, <f>) = ep0(T#T) 
where e = 0 or 1 according to whether <fo([a]) = 1 or not. 
Recall that p bounds a disc in X, and so [/?] = 1 6 ^iiY)- By the argument 
in Example 4.14, a does not map into 7iv . This implies that 0i?([a]) ^ 1, and so 
p(MR,<f>R) - p{MK,<f>) = §. Thus, p{MKl4>) ^ 0 as long as p{MR,(f>R) ± f. If this 
p-invariant of MR is 8/3, we could repeat the above construction with an some even 
number of connected sums of T. Since the set of von Neumann p-invariants of MR 
is bounded (cf. equation 3.1), we can infect with enough copies of T#T to produce 
some slice knot K with some non-zero lst-order signature. 
Since K is concordant to U and 6 1 (K) ^ 61(f/), the set of lst-order signatures 
is not a concordance invariant. 
3.3 Construction of knots with large higher-order 
signatures 
In Example 3.2, we produced a knot in Ti, one of whose lst-order signatures was 
non-zero. We could have just as easily produced a knot in T\, one of whose lst-order 
signatures is arbitrarily large. In the following theorem, we prove a more general 
statement, namely that there is a knot in Tn, all of whose nth-order signatures are 
arbitrarily large. 
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Theorem 3.3. Let C > 0. There is a knot K € Tn such that every nth-order 
signature p € &n(K) satisfies \p\ > C. 
The proof relies heavily on a theorem of Cochran and Teichner. 
Theorem 3.4 (4.3 of [CT]). Suppose R is a genus two fibered ribbon knot. Then for 
any n > 1, there is an oriented trivial link {r}i,..., r^} in S3 — N(R) such that 
fa] G 7n(Mfl)W, forl<i<k, 
and for any (n)-solution V of MR, there is some i such that j*([r]i\) $. 7Ti(V)J.n , 
where j : MR —> V is the inclusion map. 
Proof of Theorem 3.3. Let C > 0, and let R be a genus two fibered ribbon knot. Let 
Vi> 1 <: i 5: fc) a s m Theorem 3.4. Let J denote the (O)-solvable knot in Figure 3.2 
from [CT], where it was proven that po(J) = f • 
Figure 3.2: The knot J as surgery on an unknot U 
Let CMR denote the Cheeger-Gromov constant of MR (cf. equation 3.1), and pick 
& 
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m > 1 such that 
— > C + CMR 
Denote Jm = # ^ t J, and observe that po(Jm) = ^p. Let if denote the result obtained 
by infecting R along each rji using the knot Jm. Then if is (n)-solvable. 
Since our Jm are (O)-solvable, let Wm denote a (O)-solution for Jm. We form a 
4-manifold E from 
3 
MR x[Otl)\J-MJmx [0,1] 
by identifying, for each i, the copy of rji x D2 in MR X {1} with the tubular neighbor-
hood of Jm in Mjm x {0} as in Figure 3.3. The dashed arcs represent the solid tori 
rji x D2. As indicated in Figure 3.3, dE = MR U -MK U M/m U • • • U MJm. We form 
another 4-manifold C from £7 by gluing a copy of Wm to each Mjm C &E. 
Now let W be any (n)-solution for MK. Let V = C U _ M K - W so that dV = MR. 
Then V is an (n)-solution for MR [CT, Proof of Theorem 4.2]. From our previous 
discussion, there is a rjk with i* ([77*:]) g" 7Ti(V)r \ Since r^ lives in MK, we may 
include rjk into W. Since WcV,i. ([%]) £ T T ^ W ) ^ . 
Consider the homomorphism cj> : 7TI(MK) - ^ 7Ti(W) -^ » 7ri(W)/7ri(W)r \ Let 
T = 7Ti(W)/TTi(W)r '. Now MR — (U^i) C MR-, so 0 induces a homomorphism 
0' : 7TI(MH - (Ur/j)) -> T. Since M^ is obtained by Mfl - (U^) by adding j 2-
cells along the meridians of the rji and then by adding j 3-cells, this 0' will ex-
tend to a homomorphism (f>R : TTI(MR) —* T if the meridians of the rji die un-
der (j). Now rji e 7Tx (Mfl)(n) and r<n+1) = 1, so [Coc, Theorem 8.1] implies that 
r\i € 7T! (MK) • Since the meridian /ij of each Jm is identified with the longitude of rji, 
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Figure 3.3: The 4-manifold E 
Vi G 7Ti (MK){n). Thus <f>(m) E r ^ . Since & generates TT^S3 - Jm)/m (S3 - Jm) (1 ) , 
we see <j> (ni (S3 — Jm) I C r^n+1^ = 1. In particular the meridian of each r)i dies 
under <f>, and hence 0' extends to a map (j)R : ni(MR) —> I\ 
By [CT, Proposition 4.4], the p-invariants of MK and MR are related by 
i 
p(MR, (f>R) - p(MK, 4>) = ] T tiPo(Jm) 
i=\ 
where Cj = 0 or 1 according to whether 4>R ([77^ ]) = 1 or not. We argued that previously 
that i* ([?7fc]) ^ 7Ti(W)r ', so 4>R{[r)i\) i=- 1. Thus, for some positive integer c, we 
have 
|4rac 
\p{MKM = p{MR, <f>R) 
Observe that ^ > C + CMR> C+ \p(MR, <f>R)\, and so *f - p(MR, <j>R) > C. We 
conclude that\p(MK,4>)\ > C. 
Since W was an arbitrary (n)-solution for K, we have proved that every nth-order 
signature for K is larger than C in absolute value. • 
We provide another method of building knots with large higher-order signatures. 
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This method takes the form of an additivity result for the higher-order signatures. 
Theorem 3.5. If px e 6 n (Ki) and p2 e Gn(K2), then Pl + p2 e &n(K1^K2). 
Proof. Let M{ denote 0-surgery on Ki, and let M denote O-surgery on K\#K2. Let 
Wi be an (n)-solution for Mu and define <& : 7Ti(Mi) - • i(Wi) -»• ni(Wd/iri(W$n+1). 
Let pi = p(Mi,<f>i). 
We construct a 4-manifold V with <9V = Mi U M2 U —M as follows. Attach to 
Mi U M2 x [0,1] a 1-handle. The boundary of the result is Mi U M2 U - (Mi#M2). To 
— (Mi#M2), attach a 0-framed 2-handle as depicted in Figure 3.4. The result after 
adding the 1-handle and 2-handle will be called V. 
Figure 3.4: Adding a 2-handle 
Let W = VUM-I WIUM2 W2. It is known that W is an (n)-solution for M = MK^K2-
M 
W = 
Mi / 
\ W1 
V 
n | M2 
\ w2 
Figure 3.5: A schematic diagram of the 4-manifolds V and W 
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Let A = ni(Wi), B = 7tx(W2), and G — nx(W) = 7Ti(V). We may pick a generator 
p,\ of A that maps to a generator of Hi(Wx) and a generator p,2 of B that maps to a 
generator of HX(W2), so that G = A* B/(m = p,2) = A *z B. Let 
ip : 7Ti(V) —• G/Gr be the composition of the inclusion-induced map 
TTI(V) - • 7n(iy) = G and the projection G -» G/G£n+1). We have 
CT<2) (V, V) - ff(V) = p(Mx, ^ ) + p(M2> ^2) - p(M, V>3) (3.4) 
where ^ : 7Ti(Mi) - • 7n(V) -+iri(W) = G-» G/G^+ 1 ) for * = 1,2 and 
V>3 : 7Ti(M) -=• 7Ti(V) - • TTi(W )^ = G -» G/Gf"+1). 
We claim the following: 
(a) aW(y,1>)-a{V) = 0, 
(b) p(Mit fa) = p(Mt, fa) for i = l,2, and 
(c) p(MM e &n(Kx#K2). 
After proving (a), (b), and (c), the proof is complete. 
To prove (a), let M_ = Mx U M2 and Tn = G/G^n+1). Since Tn is PTFA, Z r n is 
an Ore domain and hence admits a classical (right) ring of quotients KTn into which 
ZTn embeds [Pas, pp 591-592]. Hence, a finitely generated (right) module M over 
Z r n has a well-defined rank, namely, the rank of the vector space M <8>zr„ KTn [Coh, 
p 48]. From the long exact sequence for the pair (V, M_) with coefficients in fCTn, we 
obtain the following short exact sequence: 
0 - • im(t) -* H2{V, M_) .-> Hi(M-) -* HX(V) -> HX{V, M_) -> 0 
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where t : H2(V) —> H2(V, M_) is induced by inclusion. Since V is obtained from 
M_ x / by attaching one 1-handle and one 2-handle, there is a cellular chain complex 
for the pair (V, M_) 
0 - • AXn -> K,Tn -> 0 
where the fCTn's lie in homological gradings 1 and 2. Thus Ta,nkjcrnH2(V, M-) ~ 
rankx:r„i/i(V, M_) = 0. By [COT1, Proposition 2.11], rank,cr„.fli(M_) = raakKrn#i(V0 
0. Thus, rankx:r>iim(i) = 0, and since KTn is a (non-commutative) field, t must be the 
zero homomorphism. By the long exact sequence for the pair (V, M_), the inclusion-
induced map H2(M_) -+ H2{V) is surjective. Thus, a^2\V,tp) = a(V) = 0, and the 
proof of (a) is complete. 
To prove (b), we first note that ipi = IA° <t>i where %A '• A/Ar —> G/Gr 
is induced by the inclusion W\ —> W. In fact, we claim %A is a monomorphism, and 
it follows from [Har, Lemma 3.7] that p(Mi,'0i) = P(M\,%A ° <pi) = p(Mi,4>\). Let 
w : 5 -> A be the composition of the maps B -» Z = (/^ 2) -^ (/z2) *-* -4- By the 
universal property of the free product of groups, there is a unique homomorphism 
f : A * B —> A such that £ o i = ui. Let 7r denote projection of A * B -» G. Since 
ker(7r) = (/J-ifa1) < ker(£), there is a unique homomorphism VA '• G —+ A such that 
If %A denotes the inclusion map of A '—* G, one can check that TA°IA = id,t> 
i.e. TA '• G —> A is a retract. Since group homomorphisms map the n th term of the 
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rational derived series of the domain into the n th term of the rational derived series 
of the codomain, we have induced maps iA '• A/Arn+1) - • G/Grn+1) and 
rA : G/Grn+l) - • A/Arn+1) such that rA o iA = i d ^ + i ) . Thus 
iA '• A/Ar —* G/Gr is a monomorphism, as desired. 
Claim (c) follows from the fact that tjj3 : 7Ti(M) —• G/Gr is the composition 
of the inclusion-induced map (from M into the (n)-solution W) and projection onto 
G/GrH+1). 
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Chapter 4 
Higher-order genera of knots 
Cochran, Orr, and Teichner have introduced two filtrations of the topological knot 
concordance group C [COTl]. The (n)-solvable filtration 
• • • C J-n,5 C J-n C • • • C .F1.5 C f j C ^0.5 C J-QC.C 
is defined in terms of algebraic properties on the second homology of certain 4-
manifolds, each of whose boundary is 0-surgery on a knot. The Grope filtration 
• • • C £n+2.5 C Qn+2 C ' " C & C <?2.5 C Ql C C 
is defined much more geometrically. Rigorous definitions of these filtrations were 
provided in the introduction. These filtrations are related to one another in the sense 
that gn+2 C Tn for all n € | N [COTl, Theorem 8.11]. Recently, Cochran, Harvey, 
and Leidy proved that TnjFn.h has infinite rank for all n [CHL4]. Subsequently, 
the author proved the analogous result for the Grope filtration [Horl]. These results 
were proven using signatures of certain 4-manifolds. While algebraic techniques are 
appropriate when working with the (n)-solvable filtration, they do not reflect the 
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geometric nature of the Grope filtration. The main focus of this chapter is to define 
a geometric invariant that will distinguish knots in Gn+2-
In the spirit of the Cochran-Orr-Teichner nitrations of C, we introduce a series 
of refinements of the slice genus. For knots in Gn+2, we will define a concordance 
invariant called the nth-order genus. 
Definition 4.1. For K € Gn+2, define the rath-order genus of K to be the minimum 
of the genera of the first-stage surfaces of Gropes of height n + 2 in D4 bounded by 
K. Denote the nth-order genus of K by gn{K). With this numbering scheme, the 
slice genus of K is the (—l)st-order genus of K. 
It is immediately clear that for K e Gn+2-, 0 < g-\{K) < go(K) < • •• < gn{K), 
and that gn(K) = 9n(J) if K and J are concordant. Also, K is slice if and only 
if gn{K) = 0 for some n > — 1. Of course, the nth-order genus of a knot may be 
considered in either the smooth or topological category. 
We prove that the nth-order genus distinguishes knots in Gn+2 that are not distin-
guished by the slice genus. That is, each of our higher-order genera is a refinement 
of the notion of slice genus. 
Theorem 4.10. For any n > 1, there is a fixed g and a knot in Gn+2 with slice genus 
bounded above by g and arbitrarily high nth-order genus. Furthermore, this knot has 
infinite order in Gn+2/3~n.5-
Corollary 4.12. For any n > 1, there are infinitely many knots that lie in Gn+2 
whose slice genera are equal but whose nth-order genera are distinct. 
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We can improve Corollary 4.12 in the following sense. In Chapter 5, we prove that 
gn is a finer measure than each of the g^ for — 1 < i < n — 1. Thus, the nth-order 
genus gives more information about knots in Qn+2 than all of the lower-order genera. 
Murasugi proved [Mur, Theorem 9.1] that the ordinary signature of a knot is a 
lower bound for the slice genus of that knot (henceforth "Murasugi's inequality"). 
Gilmer later proved [Gil, Theorem 1] that the sum of certain Casson-Gordon in-
variants and the ordinary signature bounds the slice genus from below (henceforth 
"Gilmer's inequality"). Cochran, Orr, and Teichner first used L2-signatures to study 
knots. These L2-signatures are higher-order analogues of the Casson-Gordon invari-
ants. First, we define higher-order analogues of slice genus, and to any (n)-solvable 
knot we assign a set of real numbers, called the nth-order signatures (see Chapter 3). 
This begs the question of whether there is a higher-order analogue of Murasugi's 
inequality. Our primary tool is the desired higher-order analogue. 
Theorem 4.5. If K € Gn+2, there is an nth-order signature of K that gives a lower 
bound for the nth-order genus of K. 
We are not the first to utilize L2-signatures in the study of genus-like invariants. 
Cha used metabelian L2-signatures to obtain new lower bounds on the minimal genus 
of embedded surfaces representing a given 2-dimensional homology class in certain 
4-manifolds [Cha]. An application of Cha's methods was to find bounds for the slice 
genus of knots [Cha, Proposition 5.1]. Our Theorem 4.5 uses the L2-signatures to 
obtain lower bounds for the higher-order genera. While Cha obtained obstructions to 
slice genus, we obtain higher-order obstructions to the higher-order genera. It seems 
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that the only (classical) sliceness obstruction our higher-order genera give is that if 
one of the higher-order genera of a knot is positive, then that knot cannot be slice. 
However, a knot having large higher-order genera does not in general obstruct the 
knot from having a small (but positive) slice genus. 
We should note that our higher-order signatures give a lower bound on the topo-
logical higher-order genera and often fail to be accurate in the smooth category. 
Consequently, we choose to work in the topological category, except for Section 4.1, 
which contains examples in the smooth category. 
4.1 Concrete examples in the smooth category 
In this section we work in the smooth category. The purpose of this section is to 
construct non-slice knots that bound Gropes of a fixed height. We compute the 
higher-order genera in these examples and conclude that for any positive integers n 
and m, there is a knot whose smooth nth-order genus is equal to m. The computations 
do not make use of our nth-order signatures. 
Let K denote any knot with non-negative maximal Thurston-Bennequin number. 
For example, if K is the right-handed trefoil, then TB(K) = 1. Let D(K) denote 
the positively-clasped, untwisted Whitehead double of K as depicted in Figure 4.1. 
For i > 1, let D^K) = D{Di~l{K)) denote the ith iterated Whitehead double of 
K. By Livingston [Liv], we know that TB(K) > 0 implies that the Ozsvath-Szabo 
r-invariant is nontrivial, i.e. T(D1(K)) = 1. It follows that Dl(K) is not smoothly 
slice for alH > 1. It should be noted that earlier work of Lee Rudolph implies that 
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Dl(K) is not slice for alH > 1 if K is the right-handed trefoil [Rud]. 
Figure 4.1: D{K): the positively-clasped, untwisted Whitehead double of K 
We describe a Grope of height 2 in S3 x J bounded by D{K). The standard 
Seifert surface for D{K) has a symplectic basis of curves, each of which inherits the 
zero framing from this surface. This basis is pictured in Figure 4.2. Let a denote 
the basis curve that "goes over the bridge" of this Seifert surface, and let /? denote 
the other curve. Pull a slightly out of the page so that the intersection point with 
(5 is removed. Observe that the link a+ U (3 is two parallel copies of K. Now push 
these two curves down in the / direction and glue parallel Seifert surfaces for K. The 
Seifert surface for D(K) together with the pushing annuli and Seifert surfaces for K 
comprise a height 2 Grope for D(K) in S3 x 2". The genus of the first stage of this 
Grope is 1. Since 1 = T(D(K)) < g^DiK)) < g0{D{K)) and g0{D(K)) < 1 by 
construction, we have g0(D(K)) = 1. 
We can iterate this procedure to build a Grope of height n + 1 in S3 x I bounded 
by Dn(K), and the first stage of this Grope has genus 1. As before, we have 
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Figure 4.2: A basis of untwisted curves for the Seifert surface of D(K) 
1 < r(Dn(K)) < g^{Dn{K) < g0(Dn(K)) < < gn^(Dn(K)) < 1, whence 
gn^(Dn(K)) = 1. 
Since r : C —> Z is a homomorphism, we conclude that gn_\ (#mDn(K)) > 
T(#mDn(K)) = m • T(DU(K)) = m and gn^{^mDn{K)) < m by construction. 
To summarize, we have the following theorem. 
Theorem 4.2. For any n > 0 and m > 1, there is a knot K 6 Q^!^oth of infinite 
order, and gn{K) = m. 
Remark 4.3. Since the Alexander polynomial of D(K) is trivial, it can be shown 
that D(K) is smoothly (n)-solvable for all n. However, whether D(K) G G^oth for 
all n is still an open question. 
4.2 Lower bounds on higher-order genera 
We now turn to our higher-order signatures as tools for estimating the higher-order 
genera. While the higher-order signatures are not explicitly computable, we demon-
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strate how to ensure that all higher-order signatures are large enough to guarantee 
that the higher-order genera are large. 
Lemma 4.4. Let K G Tn and W be an (n)-solution for MK- Then the nth-order 
signature of K associated to W satisfies \P{MK,4>)\ < @2(W). 
Proof. Let 4>: TTI(MK) ^ m{W) -% 7ri(W)/7ri(W)fn+1). By the definition of an (re-
solution, the ordinary intersection form of W is a direct sum of hyperbolics, implying 
that the ordinary signature of W is zero. Since 4> factors through TTI(W), we have 
that 
p(MK, 4>) = a (2) {W, TT) - a(W) = cr(2) (W, TT) 
Cha has shown that \a<$ (W,ir)\ < fo(W) [Cha, Lemma 2.7]. D 
That the homomorphism <j): TTI(MK) —* 7ri(W)/7ri(W)r + factors through ni(W) 
of bounding 4-manifold W is crucial. Our philosophy differs from Cha's [Cha] in that 
we assume our homomorphisms factor through bounding 4-manifolds (cf. Defini-
tion 3.1), whereas Cha takes a homomorphism ITI(MK) —> T and tries to extend it to 
a bounding 4-manifold. In particular, Cha finds a homomorphism ^ : TTI(MK) —> Z 
that factors through a certain bounding 4-manifold, and the von Neumann p-invariant 
associated to this homomorphism satisfies \P(MK,<J><T)\ < 4<7_i(if), where g-i(K) is 
the slice genus of K [Cha, Theorem 1.1 and Proposition 1.2]. We, however, consider 
many homomorphisms that we assume extend to bounding 4-manifolds, and we show 
that (at least) one of the associated p-invariants satisfies |p| < Agn(K), where gn(K) 
is one of the higher-order genera of K. 
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Theorem 4.5. If K £ Qn+2, one of the nth-order signatures p E &n(K) satisfies 
\p\<4gn(K). 
Proof. Let E be the first stage of a Grope of height n + 2 that realizes gn(K), i.e. 
g(E) = gn(K). Cochran, Orr, and Teichner construct an (n)-solution W by surgering 
E, and (32(W) = 4#(E) = Agn{K) [COT1, Theorem 8.11]. The conclusion follows 
from Lemma 4.4. • 
Remark 4.6. Theorem 4.5 may be thought of as a higher-order analogue of Mura-
sugi's inequality [Mur, Theorem 9.1]. Unlike the subsequent inequalities of Gilmer [Gil, 
Theorem 1] and Cha [Cha, Proposition 5.1], our result gives higher-order obstructions 
to the higher-order genera. 
Corollary 4.7. If K is a slice knot, then for any n, one of the nth-order signatures 
of K vanishes. 
Proposition 4.8. Suppose K is (n)-solvable. If K is (n.5)-solvable, then one of the 
n
th
-order signatures of K vanishes. 
Proof. Let W be an (n.5)-solution for K. It follows from [COT1, Theorem 4.2] that 
the nth-order signature of K associated to W vanishes. • 
Remark 4.9. The conclusion holds even if K is assumed to be merely rationally 
(n.5)-solvable [COT1, Definition 4.1]. 
If the Alexander polynomial of a knot is trivial, then the knot is topologically 
slice [FQ]. In particular, Alexander polynomial one knots are (n)-solvable for all 
n. Consequently, the nth-order signatures of an Alexander polynomial one knot are 
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all equal to the classical signature, namely zero. As the nth-order signatures are 
topological invariants, they will not give accurate bounds for the smooth higher-
order genera. For example, the knots constructed in Section 4.1 had trivial Alexander 
polynomial but large smooth nth-order genera. 
Theorem 4.10. For any n > 1, there is a fixed g and a knot in Qn+2 with slice 
genus bounded above g and arbitrarily high nth- order genus. Furthermore, this knot 
has infinite order in Gn+2/Jrn.5-
Remark 4.11. The statement of Theorem 4.10 seems to be false for n = 0. For 
example, if K € G2, one can construct a Grope of height 2 bounded by K whose 
first stage has genus equal to the Seifert genus of K. See [COT1, Remark 8.14] for a 
discussion. 
Proof. Let K be an (n)-solvable knot constructed in the proof of Theorem 3.3 with 
large nth-order signatures. Cochran and Teichner proved that K G Qn+2 [CT, The-
orem 3.8], so gn{K) is defined. Since all of the nth-order signatures for K are large, 
Theorem 4.5 implies that gn(K) will be large. 
Recall from the proof of Theorem 3.3 that K was built by infection on a ribbon 
knot R. By [CT, Theorem 4.3], there is a collection of unknotted curves rji,l<i<j, 
in S3 — R with [rji] e ir\ {MR) and for any (n)-solution V of MR, some i* ([%]) ^ 
'7i"i(V)r \ Since the 77* bound disjoint discs in S3, we can take a Seifert surface for 
R and tube around the 77* so that the tubes are disjoint. We are left with a Seifert 
surface for R which the r\i do not intersect. The knot K will have genus bounded 
above by the genus of our tubed surface for R. 
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We should note here that since 0 g &n(K), K <£ FnA (by Proposition 4.8). [CT, 
Theorem 4.2] establishes that K has infinite order in Qn+2/^n.b- d 
Corollary 4.12. Given any n > 1, there exist infinitely many knots in Gn+2 whose 
slice genus agree but whose nth-order genera are distinct. 
Proof. By Theorem 4.10, there is a positive integer g and a sequence {Ki}^ of knots 
in Qn+2 with g-i(Kt) < g and gn(Ki).< gn{Ki+1) for all % > 1. Since the set {g^i(Kt)} 
is a finite set, we can pass to a subsequence of knots with the same slice genera but 
different nth-order genera. • 
Remark 4.13. We can improve the statement of Corollary 4.12 to say that for each 
n > 1, there are infinitely many knots in Gn+2 with identical ith-order genera for 
i < n — 1 and distinct nth-order genera. We will state and prove this as Theorem 5.4 
Example 4.14. We provide a concrete family of examples of knots {L m }~ = 1 in Q3 
with slice genus bounded above by 3 and gi(Lm) < gi(Lm+i) for all m. Our family is 
inspired by Cochran, Harvey, and Leidy's family Jn (cf. [CHL4]). Note, this family is 
not to be confused with the Jm from the proof of Theorem 3.3. 
Cochran, Harvey, and Leidy defined their knots by infecting along the curves 
a and /3 in Figure 4.3. We cannot use these curves for the purpose of constructing 
knots bounding Gropes because the two punctured tori bounded by a and (3 intersect. 
As per [CT, Lemma 3.9], we find curves a' and j3' that are homotopic to a and 0, 
respectively, and that bound disjoint height 1 Gropes in S3 — R. Since these curves 
are homotopic, the nth-order signatures will not distinguish our examples from the 
examples of [CHL4]. However, our examples are probably not concordant to theirs. 
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Figure 4.3: The infection curves a and ft, and nomotopic infection curves a' and f3' 
Now, let J be the knot from [CT] and let Jm = #mJ as in the proof of Theorem 3.3. 
Jm no longer refers to the knots from [CHL4]. Let Lm be infection on R = 9^e along a' 
and /?' by Jm. We chose a' and f3' so that they bound disjointly embedded punctured 
tori in the complement of R, so by [CT] the knots Lm will bound Gropes of height 
3 in D4. Since a' and (3' lie off of a genus 3 Seifert surface for R, Lm will have slice 
genus less than or equal to three. It is a consequence of Proposition 5.2 that Lm has 
slice genus equal to one. 
Let V be a (l)-solution for M = MLm. Let w = 7Ti(V). Since HX(V) = Z is 
torsion-free, we conclude Hi(V) = ir/ir1 = 7r/7r* = Z. Let <j) '• TTI(M) -A 7r -» 7r/7r*. 
Since z, : # i (M) ^> fl^K) S TT/TT*, we see that 0 : TTI(M) -» # i (M) - ^ HX{V). 
For emphasis, let i?i(M;Q[s,s -1]) denote the first homology of the infinite cyclic 
cover of M as a Q[s, s-1]-module, where H\(M) = (s), and let # i (M;Q[M - 1 ] ) 
denote the first homology induced by the coefficient system cf>: TTI(M) —• 7r/7r*. The 
curves a and /? generate H\(M; Q[s, s -1]), and since a' and (3' are homotopic to these 
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generators, a' and /?' also generate Hi(M;Q[s,s-1]). Since the coefficient system 4> 
is TTI(M) -» H\{M) followed by an isomorphism, a' and (5' generate H\(M; Q[t, i - 1]). 
Cochran, Orr, and Teichner proved that the coefficient system </> induces a hy-
perbolic bilinear form ££(•, •) defined on ^ ( M j Q ^ r 1 ] ) [COT1, Theorem 2.13] and 
that 
t := ker{i, : ff^Qfrr1]) - ffi(V;Q[M_1])} 
satisfies t = tx with respect to this form [COT1, Theorem 4.4]. Thus, B£(a',p') is 
nonzero, and hence one of a' and /?' is not in 6. By the bilinearity of B£, all integer 
multiples of a' or j3' are not in 6. Recall that Hi(V; Q[t, t"1]) is the first homology of 
the infinite-cyclic cover V of V, viewed as a Q[t,t_1]-module, and ~K\ (VJ =TTI (Vy '. 
If a' were to map into 7Ti (Vy', then a' would map to zero in Hi(V; Q[t, t - 1]). Since 
no multiple of a' (or of f3') lie in {!, we conclude that a' or /?' does not map into TT-I (V)r '. 
As in Theorem 4.10, we have the following relationship between the p-invariants: 
p(MRt 4>R) - p(M, 4>) = ea>pQ(Jm) + e/3>p0{Jm) 
Since one of a' and 13' does not map into ni(y)r , one of eai or e^ / is one, as 
discussed in the proof of Theorem 3.3. By choosing m sufficiently large, the number 
\p(M,<f>)\ can be made arbitrarily large. Since V was an arbitrary (l)-solution, we 
have gi(Lm) is arbitrarily large by Theorem 4.5. Note, one may need to take a 
subsequence of the constructed Lm to get a family with strictly increasing g\. 
Chapter 5 
Independence of the higher-order 
genera 
We saw in Chapter 4 that for each n > 1, the nth-order genus is independent of the 
slice genus. In this chapter, we prove the stronger result that for each n > 1, the 
nth-order genus is independent of the (n — l)th-order genus. In fact, the nth-order 
genus is independent of all of the lower-order genera. This result is our Theorem 5.4. 
An annular grope of height n is a grope of height n that has an extra boundary 
component on its first stage. We say that the two boundary components of an an-
nular grope cobound an annular grope. Two knots K0 and K\ are height n Grope 
concordant if they cobound a height n annular Grope G in S3 x [0,1] such that 
GC\(S3 x {i}) = Ki for i = 0,1. For example, if K is height n Grope concordant to a 
slice knot, then K € Qn. The capital "G" in "annular Grope" indicates the untwisted 
framing. 
Let G be a height n Grope in 5"3 x [0,1] bounded by a knot K C S3 x{0}. The 
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union of sets of basis curves for each nth-stage surface of G is called a set of tips for 
G. A capped Grope is the union of a Grope and a disjoint union of discs where 
the boundaries of the discs form a full set of tips of the Grope. The interiors of these 
discs must not intersect the Grope except perhaps in the interior of the first stage of 
the Grope. These discs are called the "caps" of the Grope. In the category of capped 
gropes, one can speak of "height n capped Grope concordance." 
Recall the knots Lm e £3 from Example 4.14. Lm was obtained by infecting 946 
along the curves a' and (3' by the knot Jm = # m J, where J is the knot in Figure 3.2. 
As proven in [CT], J is height 2 capped Grope concordant to the unknot. 
Definition 5.1. Suppose K bounds a height n + 2 capped Grope in D4. We define 
the n t h-order capped genus of K, denoted 9n{K), to be the smallest genus of the 
first stages of all height n + 2 capped Gropes bounded by K. 
To prove the main result of this chapter, we must construct a height 2 capped 
Grope bounded by Lm. 
Proposition 5.2. Each of the knots Lm from Example 4-H bounds a height 2 capped 
Grope. Furthermore, go(Lm) = 1. 
Remark 5.3. The key property of the Lm is that their Oth-order capped genera are 
independent of m. Recall, however, that g\(Lm) grows large a s m ^ o o . 
Proof of Proposition 5.2. There is a genus 3 Seifert surface, F, for Lm that admits a 
symplectic basis that is depicted in Figure 5.1. Each curve in this symplectic basis 
has self-linking zero, and each of them bounds a surface in DA that admits caps which 
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intersect F. The rough idea is to glue these capped surfaces to F, resulting in a height 
2 capped Grope bounded by Lm. 
Figure 5.1: A symplectic basis for F 
Each of the curves ai, &i, 62, and a3 is unknotted. We will think of F as lying in 
S3 x {1}, and we will build the desired Grope in S3 x [0,1] U D4. The first stage of 
this Grope will be Lm x [0,1] U F', where F' is the genus one surface obtained by 
removing the curves a\ and 0,3 from F and gluing on two copies of slice discs for these 
two curves. Before worrying about F ' , let us build second-stage surfaces for ai, 61,62, 
and az that do not intersect F except in these curves. Let A\,B\,B2, and A3 be 
properly embedded discs in D4 bounded by 01,61,621 and 03, respectively, such that 
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the following hold: 
• A3 and Bi intersect once in their interiors, 
• A\ and B2 intersect once in their interiors, and 
• A\ and 2?i intersect once in their interiors and once on their boundaries, 
• Ai and A3 are disjoint, and 
• Bi and B2 are disjoint. 
Each of the basis curves for F has a normal torus. For example, the normal torus 
Tbj is the 2-torus that is the restriction of the normal bundle of F to the curve b[, 
where b[ is a push-off of 61 that still lies in F. One may identify T^ = 6'a x n, where 
fi is the meridian of F. One checks that the T^ are pairwise disjoint, and T^ D Aj is 
a point Hi — j and empty otherwise. Furthermore, T&. D Bj is empty for all i,j. 
We now describe a procedure for eliminating the intersection points of Bj with 
A{. Pick a path p in A{ joining an interior intersection point of At and Bj to the 
intersection point of Ai with Tj,.. We may remove neighborhoods in Bj and T^ of 
these intersection points and join the two circles with a tube that runs along p. We 
will call this procedure "tubing Bj into T\," and we will denote the result as Bj o Tj,. 
(we will not bother by incorporating the path p into this notation, as the choice of 
Ai n Bj by one and increases the path is unimportant). This procedure reduces 
genus of Bj by one. 
Let B[ = (Si o T6l) o Tb3 and B'2 = B% o T^. To guarantee B{ and £3 a r e disjoint, 
one can choose a tube for B'2 that "goes inside" the tube used in the operation BioT^, 
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and tube into a smaller copy of T^. A schematic diagram of this operation is depicted 
in Figure 5.2. 
Figure 5.2: Tubing the discs into the normal tori 
We may surger F using the discs A\ and A3. The result is a surface F' C D4 of 
genus one. The symplectic basis {02,62} for F' lies in S3 x {1}. Since the second-
stage surface B'2 for 62 was disjoint from FUA1UA2, B2 is disjoint from the surgered 
surface F'. We may choose a symplectic basis {b\ x v, x x fj,} so that v is the normal 
direction of F pointing "up" in the [0,1] direction of S3 x [0,1], and a; is a point on b[. 
Thus, we may view b[ x v as a copy of b\ lying in S3 x {1 — e} for a sufficiently small 
e. In S3 x {1 — e}, we may glue a cap (disc) to bi x v that intersects Lm x {1 — e}. 
Thus, this cap hits the first stage Lm x [0,1] U F' transversely. We may also cap off 
the curve x x fi so that it hits F' transversely. 
Float the curve a<z into the level S3 x {1 — f} , below 61 x v. We must caution the 
reader that part of B'2 lies in S3 x {1 — | } . This part of B'2 is two parallel copies of the 
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curve bi, which by Figure 5.1, is split off from a2. We claim that in this S3 x {1 — | } , 
(1) we may place a Seifert surface S for a2 = Jm that is disjoint from Lm x {1 — | } , 
(2) there exist (intersecting) caps for S that hang further u p i n t o S 3 x [ 1 - f , 1 - f ] , 
and (3) we may resolve these cap-cap intersections. Part (1) is nothing new, and it 
follows immediately since Lm is a satellite of Jm (one must note that a2 is isotopic in 
S3 — Lm to a preferred longitude of the companion torus for Jm). The idea behind 
part (1) can be seen in the Whitehead double example in Section 4.1. To prove part 
(2), we may assume without loss of generality that m = 1. A projection of J = Ji 
is shown in Figure 5.3. There is an obvious genus one "ribbon Seifert surface" for J, 
and one may resolve the ribbon singularities to obtain a genus 5 Seifert surface S for 
J. One may check that this surface S admits a symplectic basis of curves, each of 
which has self-linking zero and is unknotted. Thus, we may hang caps for this basis 
up into S3 x [1 — y , 1 — | ] that miss the rest of the Grope, but some of the caps will 
intersect transversely. To prove part (3), we use the finger move of [FQ] to exchange 
these cap-cap intersections for intersections of the caps with F', as desired. 
The desired capped Grope H can be described as follows: 
• first-stage surface: Lm x [0,1] U F', 
• second-stage surfaces: S and B'2, 
• caps as described above. 
Since Lm is not slice, ^(-^m) ¥" 0- The genus of the first stage of H is one. • 
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Figure 5.3: A projection of J 
5.1 Extending the family 
We recall that the knots Lm lie in Qz and have increasing lst-order genera. By iterating 
the infection process, we will produce for each n > 1 a family L7^ of knots in Qn+2-
A subfamily of these knots will have the properties listed in Theorem 5.4. 
For n = 1, we define Llm to be the knot Lm. Suppose we have defined U^. We 
define L^+1 to be the result obtained by infecting 946 along a' and ft by U^ (use the 
same infecting knot for each infection curve). We proved in [Horl] that L£, £ Qn+2 
for each n, m. 
Cochran, Harvey, and Leidy gave an alternate description of L^. Let R1 — 9^. 
Let Rn+1 be the result obtained by infecting R1 along a' and ft by Rn. One can show 
that each iteration of this infection produces two "ghosts" of a' and two "ghosts" of 
ft. In other words, Rn will have 2n+1 "ghosts" (2n of a' and 2n of ft). One obtains 
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Ujn by infecting BP along these 2"+1 curves by # m J. These ghost infection curves 
lie in the n t h term of the derived series of TTI(S3 - Rn). In [CHL1, Theorem 4.11], 
Cochran, Harvey, and Leidy proved that at least one of these ghosts survives under 
the map 
where V is any (n)-solution for MRn. Thus, by the arguments in the proofs of Theo-
rems 3.3 and 4.10, the nth-order genera of L7^ grow as m —*• oo. 
5.2 Proof of Theorem 5.4 
Theorem 5.4. For n > 1, there exists a knot in Qn+2 whose nth-order genus is 
arbitrarily larger than all of its lower-order genera, up to order n — 1. Furthermore, 
there is an infinite family of knots in Qn+2 all of whose members are distinguished by 
their nth-order genera but with identical Ith-order genera for — 1 <i <n — 1. 
Proof. Fix an n > 1. We will show that all of the U^ satisfy 5„_i(L^) < 4n _ 1 . 
However, by the discussion in Section 5.1, gn(L!^) tends to infinity as m —> oo. Since 
9i(K) < gi+i(K) for all i and any knot K for which gi+\ is defined, we see that for 
i = — 1 , . . . , n — 1, gi(L^) < 4n _ 1 . Since this bound is independent of m, there is a 
subsequence L^. of the knots L^ with the properties that 
• for each i = - 1 , . . . , n - 1, &(££>.) = # (!&,,) for all j,f, and 
• gn{Lnmi) < < gn(L^k) < gn(L^k+i) < . . . 
Thus, the proof will be complete once we verify <jVi_i(Z#J < 4n _ 1 . 
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We construct Gropes according to [Horl]. Recall the notation of Section 3.2. 
Proposition 3.2 of [Horl] tells us that "infection by height n Grope concordant knots 
results in height n Grope concordant knots." More specifically, if R is a seed knot 
with infection curve a, and if T and T" are height n Grope concordant knots, then 
R(a, T) and R(a, T") are height n Grope concordant knots. One can build a Grope 
concordance between R(a, T) and R(a, T") by gluing slit Grope concordances (from 
T to T") along the strands of R encircled by the infection curve a. 
Presently, we have described l?m as the result of infecting 946 along a' and /?' by 
Lxm. Recall from Proposition 5.2 that Lxm is height 2 capped Grope concordant to 
the unknot, and this Grope concordance H has genus one. Thus, by the preceding 
paragraph, I?m is height 2 Grope concordant to 946 (viewed as the result of infecting 
946 along a! and /?' by the unknot). Each of the infection curves encircles two strands 
of 946, so according to [Horl, Proposition 3.2], there is a height 2 Grope concordance 
between l?m and 946 that is obtained by gluing 2 -2 = 4 slit copies of H together. 
Attaching a ribbon disc to 946 yields a height 2 Grope G for I?m of genus 4. Recall 
that H was a capped Grope concordance. We may view the caps as hitting H in 
meridians of fTs boundary knot. In the process of infection, the meridian of the 
infecting knot is identified with the longitude of the infection curve. Thus, the tips 
of G are isotopic to parallel copies of a' and /3'. Recall that a' and 0' bound disjoint 
tori in the complement of 946, and each of these tori is capped (the caps hit 946); 
an explicit description, including a diagram, of this was given in [Horl, Section 3.2]. 
Gluing on many parallel copies of these capped tori (which may be done in D4) to 
the Grope G increases the height by one. Therefore, G together will the capped tori 
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forms a height 3 capped Grope of genus 4. We have verified that 
9cALl) < 4 
We repeat this procedure ad infinitum. For example, we can repeat this construc-
tion to get a height n + 1 capped Grope for L1^ by using four copies of the height n 
capped Grope concordance between L^_1 and the unknot. Thus, 
9cn^Lnm)<AgU{LV) 
Combining this inequality for all 1 < i < n — 1, we see that 
9n-i(LnJ < gcn_x{Lnm) < 4"-1 
as desired. • 
5.3 Application to a geometric structure on the 
Grope filtration 
Let Brn denote the subset of all K in C/n+2 such that gn{K) < f. Since #_i < g0 < • • • < 
gn, we see that Br_\ ^ BQ D • • • D Brn. Theorem 4.10 states that the higher-order 
genera are finer measures than the slice genus. Furthermore, by Theorem 5.4, the r e -
order genus is a finer measure than the lower-order genera, up to order n — 1. That is, 
for some r, these subset containments are proper. Consequently, these higher-order 
genera provide a further refinement of the Grope filtration of the knot concordance 
group. That is, after determining how deep a knot lies in the Grope filtration (say in 
Gn+2)-, one might try to determine the knot's nth-order genus. 
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We attempt to complement these comments with the diagram in Figure 5.4. The 
ambient three-dimensional space represents Qn+2, the plane represents Gn+3, the line 
represents Qn+4, and the origin represents ( ] Qn. The corresponding balls have been 
n>0 
drawn. The diagram suggests the existence of knots in Brn — BrnJrl, which was proven 
in Theorems 4.10 and 5.4 for certain r. 
Figure 5.4: The refinement of the Grope filtration by the higher-order genera 
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